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On January 27th, reports of a rapidly spreading ransomware attack started to emerge from Ukraine. The speed at which critical
infrastructure networks were shutting down pointed to a ransomware application with a wormable component, whose virality called to
mind the WannaCry ransomware. In less than three hours, the infection crippled banks, ATMs, public transport and an airport, as well as
utilities provider Kyivenergo. Then it spread outside the Ukraine.
As multiple critical infrastructure networks reported major blackouts, Bitdefender started an internal investigation over the isolated
malware samples to trace the attack’s origin and better understand what it targeted, and how. The following report is based on our internal
telemetry and reflects what we know as of the moment of writing.

Initial context and delivery
Our initial assessment reveals the threat is similar to a variant of the GoldenEye ransomware, a strain that naturally evolved from the first
commercial bootloader encryptor, Petya. This threat comes in the form of a DLL executed via the rundll32.exe process as part of a largely
complex scheme involving a supply chain compromise.
A look inside our telemetry revealed multiple Bitdefender products sending over threat intelligence about blocked instances of GoldenEye
during the first wave of attacks. In all such circumstances, the process execution flow shows explorer.exe spawning ezvit.exe – the
main executable of a Ukrainian accounting and invoicing software utility called MeDoc - which in turn executes rundll32.exe with the
ransomware’s DLL as parameter.
Bitdefender research supports the theory that a bad update of the MeDoc accounting app also supplied the malicious DLL payload and
was used to trigger the initial infections inside company networks. The infection then spread from the machines running the accounting
software to the other computers in the network via a number of lateral movement techniques.

A technical dive into the sample
The isolated sample identified with a SHA1 of 34f917aaba5684fbe56d3c57d48ef2a1aa7cf06d is a DLL file with an EntryPoint that doesn’t
reveal any malicious actions. This DLL has no exports by name, only an ordinal which seems to be the actual EntryPoint:

Figure 1: Asssembler view of the DLL’s entry point section
When executed, the malware starts checking the privilege level the current logged in user has on the computer, particularly seeking the
SeDebugPrivilege permission, which is required to debug and adjust the memory of a process owned by another account.
Depending on whether the malware has SeDebugPrivilege access, it performs file encryption or something that looks to be irreversible disk
damage. The encryption process is also fingerprinting running processes on the machine by comparing hashes. A routine inside the code
looks for several processes associated with antimalware products, as shown in the Layer 2 encryption chapter below..
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Layer 1 encryption – holding files at ransom
The first layer of encryption targets specific file formats on storage devices connected to the victim computer. The malware looks for the
following file formats to be encrypted. The file extensions colored in red show disk image files or virtual env files:

.3ds
.7z
.accdb
.ai
.asp
.aspx
.avhd
.back
.bak
.c
.cfg
.conf
.cpp
.cs
.ctl
.dbf
.disk
.djvu
.doc
.docx
.dwg
.eml

.fdb
.gz
.h
.hdd
.kdbx
.mail
.mdb
.msg
.nrg
.ora
.ost
.ova
.ovf
.pdf
.php
.pmf
.ppt
.pptx
.pst
.pvi
.py
.pyc

.rar
.rtf
.sln
.sql
.tar
.vbox
.vbs
.vcb
.vdi
.vfd
.vmc
.vmdk
.vmsd
.vmx
.vsdx
.vsv
.work
.xls
.xlsx
.xvd
.zip

The encryption routine uses an embedded RSA public key formatted as a base64 string. It is used to encrypt particular AES128 keys
randomly generated for file encryption. At the end of each file, the malware appends the AES128 key encrypted with the RSA key.

Figure 2: Encryption started from recursive scan

Figure 3: The file encryption routine
[3]
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Layer 2 encryption – compromising the MBR and MFT Structures
If the malware has SeDebugPrivilege permission, it starts the disk encryption by overwriting the master boot loader with a custom boot
manager nearly identical to the one found in older versions of the GoldenEye ransomware.

Figure 4: 16-bit code running at reboot
This specific boot manager code looks like a manually patched version of GoldenEye, rather than a new build from modified source code.
The image below shows a function call patched with NOPs, while its body is still there. The patching process suppresses an additional call
to get_key_pressed, that used to verify the validity of the decryption key as the user typed it in for the original version of Petya.

Figure 5: Comparison between the current version of GoldenEye (top) and the old version of GoldenEye (bottom)

[4]
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Before initiating encryption, the malware takes a backup of the Master Boot Record, encrypts it with XOR 7 and writes this backup on
sector 34, as follows:

Figure 5: Writing sectors 32,33,34

Amid so much speculations as to whether the ransomware can decrypt the MBR if ransom is paid, it is important to say that a decryption
routine for the MBR is inside the code.

Kaspersky users get a free pass
However, there is one exception to this rule: if the process list hashing function returns the presence of AVP.exe on the compromised machine,
the malware switches to data destruction mode and overwrites the first 10 disk sectors with junk data.

Figure 6: process probing and disk trashing routines

This process has been inaccurately reported by the research community as potentially destructive to the data stored on the disk drive.
This is wrong, as the first 10 sectors of the disk only hold the Master Boot Record and 9 other empty sectors. if AVP.exe (a process related
to Kaspersky security solutions) is identified on the infected machine, the malware simply overwrites the MBR - a reversible operation
that can be counteracted by booting from an installation medium, then issuing the FIXMBR command. As this command replaces the
[5]
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MBR with a valid one but does not fix the partition table (partition is still missing), victims have to use dedicated software to reference the
partition in the partition table, then root FIXBOOT to recover the lost sector of the Windows Boot Manager.
MBR DAMAGED:

MBR OK (after running FIXMBR)

Fixboot not working after executing FIXMBR

[6]
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BAD sector 2 of the boot manager:

Sector 2 of the boot manager (recovered by fixboot after referencing partition table in MBR):
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The infection flow for non-Kaspersky customers
When the computer is rebooted, the encryption process is concealed under an alleged disk-checking process with chkdsk.exe

Figure 7: Fake chkdsk.exe screen that conceals the encryption process

When the drive encryption finishes, the ransomware force-crashes the computer to make it boot from the new boot manager and display
the ransom note:

Figure 8: Ransom note displayed after the encryption process has finished

[8]
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Lateral movement inside the network
Once it has compromised a target on the network, the malware attempts to move laterally inside the organization via two zero day-exploits,
as well as via credential dumping.
Exploit-based lateral movement has been covered extensively by the research community as it uses two already notorious vulnerabilities
leaked by ShadowBrokers in a trove of exploits allegedly from the NSA. GoldenEye uses EternalBlue and EternalRomance, two exploits
against the Server Message Block (SMB) - CVE-2017-0144 and CVE-2017-0145. To exploit potential vulnerabilities and spread across the
network, the ransomware generates a SMBv1 buffer and formats it before sending it, as follows:

Figure 8: SMB header formatting before sending the buffer

Figure 9: SMB payloads encrypted with 0xCC @100123B0:

As both exploits have been addressed in security updates from the operating system vendor, the malware also has a third lateral movement
vector comprised of a credentials dumper for accounts stored in memory and two legit administration tools called PsExec and WMIC. All
three tools are stored as ZLIB-compressed resources and are dropped in the temporary folder by the malware when needed.
The credentials dumping tool is similar to the Mimikatz utility and only serves one purpose: to dump usernames and credentials from the
memory. These credentials are used to establish connections with other computers on the network on ports 139 (TCP) and 445 (TCP).
It also scans for administrative shares (admin$) across the network and copies itself on these shares. These copies get executed on the
new nodes via PsExec or WMIC:

Psexec:

\\%s -accepteula -s, process call create, wbem\wmic.exe, %s /node:”, “%ws” /
[9]
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user:”%ws”, “%ws” /password:”%ws”

Conclusions
The chain of events that led to the infection, the extent of damage inflicted to one particular country (Ukraine), the complete lack of interest
in monetizing the attack as well as the fact that the malware has no contingencies hard-coded to avoid multiple infections of the same
host, suggest that this is no ordinary, money-seeking ransomware campaign.
The extremely well designed lateral movement techniques, the prudent probing of the environment for potentially “threatening” antimalware
solutions, as well as a highly specialized infection vector (the Ukrainian accounting software) leads us to believe that this ransomware
attack is actually an attempt to destroy data and decommission computers inside several Ukrainian organizations.
Because of its wormable behavior, though, it has broken outside of the confines of regional networks and caused havoc all over the world,
grabbing news headlines for days.

[10]
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